The one-variable equationally compact semilattices with pseudocomplementation <5; A> *» 0> which satisfy the partial distributive law x A (y A z)* = (•* A y*) V (x A **) are characterized, and as a consequence we are able to describe the one-variable equationally compact Stone semilattices. Similar considerations yield a characterization of the one-variable equationally compact Stone algebras, extending a well known result for distributive lattices.
A universal algebra A is called one-variable equationally compact if every system of equations with constants in A involving a single variable x, every finite subsystem of which has a solution in A, has itself a solution in A. Note that the equations to be considered are equalities between one-variable polynomials with constants in A, i.e. expressions built up from the elements of A and a single variable x by repeated application of the fundamental operations of A. For more information on this notion and the more familiar one of equational compactness, consult [20] , [22] , or the appendix to [10] by G. H. Wenzel.
General references throughout this article are Grätzer [10] for Universal Algebra, and Birkhoff [5] , Grätzer [11] , or Balbes and Dwinger [2] for Lattice Theory. We shall consistently use the term semilattice to mean meet-semilattice unless the contrary is specifically indicated. A semilattice with pseudocomplementation is an algebra <S; A» *» 0> of type <2, 1, 0> such that <S; A» 0> is a semilattice with least element 0 and x A ■* = 0 in S iff x < s*. The notation PCS will henceforth be used to denote the class of all such algebras and also as an abbreviation for "semilattice with pseudocomplementation". In addition to the usual semilattice laws, the following rules of computation are often used:
(l)x < x**, (2)(x/\y)** = x**/\y**, (3) x*** = x*, (4) o** = 0, (5) x < 0* (and so 0* is a largest element 1), (6) x < y impliesy* < x*, (7) (V*,)* = A x* whenever V*, exists, (8) (/\x¡)* = (V*/*)** whenever A-*; aQd V*,* exist a11*! the infinite form of (2) holds. Remark 1. That the dual of (7) may fail to hold even in a complete PCS and for a down-directed family (x¡) may be seen by considering the PCS consisting of the negative integers in their usual order, with -co adjoined. This example shows that in fact even (8) can fail in the absence of the infinite form of (2) . It turns out that the equality \fx¡* = (/\x¡)* holds for all down-directed families (x¡) in a complete PCS S, iff S satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3 below (the straightforward proof is omitted).
One defines the set B(S) (of closed elements of S) to be {x G S: x** = x) (which is also equal to {**: x E 5}). Properties (l)-(4) above imply that ** is a meet-and 0-preserving closure operator. It is well known [9] , [11] , that if a V b is defined to be (a* A **)* for a, b G B(S) then <5(S); A, V , *, 0, 1> is a Boolean algebra; moreover, the PCS (B(S); A» *» 0) is a retract of S via the homomorphism s h» s**. Since ** is a closure operator, existing ínfima of families of closed elements are closed. If the join \Ja¡ of a family of closed elements exists in S it fails in general to belong to B(S); of course, in this case the join in B(S) does exist and equals (\Za¡)**. Definition 2. A PCS <S; A, *> 0> is called partially distributive if x A ( v* V z*) = (iA v*) V (x A **) for all x,y, z G S.
The above definition is to be understood as asserting the existence (in the partial order derived from A) of the join (x A y*) V (* A **) for all x,y, z G S. Thus the operator y y-* x A y» which is always a semilattice endomorphism on S, now restricts to B(S) as a lattice morphism into S. Taking x to be 1 shows that in a partially distributive PCS, B(S) is in fact a sublattice of S (although of course S itself need not be a lattice). Note also that the left-hand side of the equality in Definition 2 can be written as x A (y A *)*> as has already been done in the introductory paragraph. A law similar to our partial distributivity has been considered in [16] .
A semilattice (S; A> is called distributive (cf.
[11] or [15] ) if x > a /\b implies the existence of ax > a and bx > b with x = ax /\ bx (thus, in the terminology of [18] , if every a A b is distributive). We shall here call a semilattice conditionally distributive if whenever y\/z exists, then (x A y) V C* A z) exists for every element x and equals x A (y V *)• (This characterizes semilattices of subsets in which pairwise joins, whenever they exist, are unions; see [21] and, as noted in [8], the much earlier paper [18] .) By specializing [18, Corollary 6.4] , noting that the distributivity of existing joins follows from Lemma 4.23* of the same paper (see also [1, Theorem 4.1 (ii)]), we find that every distributive semilattice is conditionally distributive. It can be shown furthermore that every conditionally distributive PCS in which the "Stone Identity" x* V x** = 1 holds is partially distributive. (Hence B(S) is a sublattice of S -this generalizes 2.6 [15].) Thus the class of partially distributive PCS's includes all Stone semilattices [15] ; in fact, Stone semilattices are precisely those PCS's which are both distributive and partially distributive.
We now give the theorem characterizing the one-variable equationally compact partially distributive semilattices with pseudocomplementation.
Theorem 3. Every one-variable equationally compact PCS <S; /\, *, 0) satisfies the following three conditions:
(i) S is a complete lattice such that for every a E S and every up-directed family (x¡) in S, the equality a A V *,■ -V a f\ x¡ holds.
(ü) A*,** = (Ax¡)**far every family (x.) in S.
(iii) VV* = (V'*,■)** for every up-directed family (x¡) in S. Conversely, every partially distributive PCS satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) is onevariable equationally compact.
The necessity of (i)-(iii) follows immediately from [7] (taking a single distinguished endomorphism ** in the Theorem and in Note (2) of that paper) wherein appropriate finitely solvable systems of one-variable equations are considered to give each condition. In fact, appropriate systems of equations for (i) are already contained in [12] . Proof of the sufficiency of (i)-(iii) for partially distributive S is postponed to the Appendix section of this paper in order that we may now explore some of the consequences of Theorem 3.
The following remark results in an alternative formulation of Theorem 3 (note that a still different formulation is possible according to Remark 1 above). Proof. The necessity of (i)-(iii) follows from a combination of the one-variable equational compactness of the associated meet-and join-semilattices, Theorem 3, and Remark 4.
Proof of the sufficiency of conditions (i)-(iii) is deferred to the Appendix. □ Corollary 7 (Kelly [17] , Beazer [4] ). A distributive lattice D is one-variable equationally compact iff it is complete and infinitely distributive, i.e. iff it satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6.
Proof. The necessity of the conditions follows from the one-variable equational compactness of the associated meet-and join-semilattices.
To see that the conditions are also sufficient, simply observe that D is a lattice retract of a one-variable equationally compact Stone algebra S (formed by adjoining a new smallest element to D) and so is itself one-variable equationally compact.
D
Appendix. We present here proofs that the conditions of Theorem 3 and Theorem 6 are sufficient for the one-variable compactness of partially distributive PCS's and Stone algebras, respectively. Our approach is modelled after [12] ; namely, we show that the solution sets of one-variable equations with constants are, under the assumed conditions, closed under formation of arbitrary ínfima and up-directed suprema, and then use these facts to deduce solvability from finite solvability. Proof. The constant polynomial a can be written in form (1), the polynomial x in form (2) , and the totality of expressions which can be written in form (1) or in form (2) is closed under A (by virtue of the identity x A (y A *)* ■ x A y*) and * (inasmuch as all Boolean one-variable polynomials with constants in B(S) occur for a = 1 in form (1) Proof. Use the fact that a Boolean polynomial may be written in both conjunctive and disjunctive form and apply partial distributivity (recalling that in this case V and V coincide for closed elements). □ Observe that the form (d A x*) \j (e A x**) which appears above is not formally a PCS polynomial with constants. The existence of all such joins (when x is replaced by elements of S) is a consequence of partial distributivity, as noted earlier. Proof. We need only show that the solution sets of inequalities of the forms a f\x < b,a A x** < b,a A x** < x and a A x* < b are closed under arbitrary meets and up-directed joins. Since the operators x (-» x** and x h» a A x preserve both these operations, only the closure under meets of the solution set of a A x* < b need be checked. Assuming that (x,)lS/ is a family of solutions of this inequality, and that F ranges over the finite subsets of /, we have «A(A*,)* ="a(a A x,)* and in the dual of this form. Thus any one-variable Stone algebra equation with constants may be resolved into a conjunction of simple inequalities similar to those obtained in Lemma A.3. Relying upon our preceding work for partially distributive PCS's and upon the known results for equationally compact (= one-variable equationally compact) semilattices, we find that the theorem will be proven if we show that the solution sets of inequalities of the types a < 6 V ■**> a <,b\/ x** and a A x** < by x are also closed under formation of ínfima and up-directed suprema. To check this is by now routine and is therefore omitted. □ Final Remark. Simple examples show that the study of equational compactness either for more-than-one-variable systems or for algebras which are not partially distributive is not feasible using this method. Indeed, in any Boolean algebra of more than one element, the solution set of the equation x Vy = 1 is not closed under ínfima. The same is true of the solution set of c A x* = x* in the 5-element PCS obtained from the 4-element Boolean algebra, by adjoining a dense nonclosed element c. This algebra is equationally compact, distributive, but not partially distributive. In fact a PCS is partially distributive if and only if the solution sets of all equations of the form a Ax* = b Ax* are closed under formation of pairwise meets.
